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Abstract

In this paper we present a pilot implementation of the Meta-Partitioner,
a partitioning framework that automatically selects, configures, and in-
vokes suitable partitioning algorithms for Structured Adaptive Mesh Re-
finement (SAMR) applications. Efficient use of SAMR on parallel com-
puters requires that the dynamic grid hierarchy is repeatedly repartitioned
and redistributed. The partitioning process needs to consider all factors
that contribute to the run-time, i.e. computational load, communication
volume, synchronization delays, and data movement. There is no parti-
tioning algorithm that performs well for all possible grid hierarchies —
instead the algorithms must be selected dynamically during run-time.

At each repartitioning, the Meta-Partitioner uses performance data
from previously encountered application states to select the partitioning
algorithm with the best predicted performance. Before the repartition,
we determine a partitioning focus to direct the partitioning effort to the
performance-inhibiting factor that currently has the largest impact on the
execution time.

The implementation uses component-based software engineering (CBSE)
to allow for easy expansion and modification. Also, by employing CBSE it
is easy to adapt existing SAMR engines for use with the Meta-Partitioner.

1 Introduction

Structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) is used to decrease the run-time
of simulations in areas like computational fluid dynamics [3, 10], numerical rel-
ativity [8, 14], astrophysics [5, 24], and hydrodynamics [20]. Simulations based
on SAMR start with a coarse and uniform grid. The grid is then recursively
refined in areas where the accuracy is too low, creating a dynamic grid hierarchy
that always conforms to the maximum acceptable error.

For efficient use of SAMR on a parallel computer, the dynamic resource al-
location makes it necessary to repeatedly repartition and redistribute the grid
hierarchy over the participating processors. The partitioning process must not
only take the computations and the CPU performance into account, but also all
other factors that contribute to the run-time: communication volume, synchro-
nization delays, data migration between partitions and the performance and
utilization of the interconnect. Thus, to minimize the run-time, the current
state of the application and the hardware must both be considered. This is
non-trivial because the basic conditions for how to allocate hardware resources
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may change dramatically during run-time due to the dynamics inherent in both
the applications and the computer system.

No single partitioning algorithm is the best choice for all conditions [31]. In-
stead, good-performing partitioning algorithms need to be dynamically selected
and invoked during run-time. In this work we present the design and implemen-
tation of the Meta-Partitioner [15, 16, 33, 37], a framework that automatically
selects, configures, and invokes the best predicted partitioning algorithm with
respect to the current application and computer state. For user-friendliness,
easy modification, and expandability, the Meta-Partitioner is implemented us-
ing component-based software engineering (CBSE).

The Meta-Partitioner first determines a partitioning focus, computed from a
set of predictive metrics that estimate the partitioning needs of the application.
It then characterizes the physical properties of the grid and matches the grid
against stored grid characteristics. The algorithm that generated the best per-
formance for the current combination of partitioning focus and the most similar
stored grid hierarchy is selected and invoked by the Meta-Partitioner.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe SAMR and the
most common partitioning techniques. The motivation and need for a Meta-
Partitioner is discussed in Section 3 and general design considerations is the
subject of Section 4. An overview of previous work is given in Section 5. The
work flow of the Meta-Partitioner is described in Section 6 and the pilot im-
plementation and functionality of the resulting software components is found in
Section 7. We present a number of idea for improvements in Section 8. Finally,
Section 9 contains a summary and our conclusions.

2 Background

In this section we describe structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR). We
also present the most common partitioning algorithms for grid hierarchies.

2.1 Structured adaptive mesh refinement

For PDE solvers based on finite differences and structured grids, solution accu-
racy and run-time are dictated by grid resolution. A higher resolution generally
results in a higher accuracy but also in a longer run-time. Often, features requir-
ing additional resolution, like shocks and discontinuities, only occupy a small
part of the grid: a uniform and high resolution is then a waste of computational
resources. By increasing the resolution in critical areas, the run-time of these
PDE solvers can be decreased compared to a grid with uniform resolution.

The common Berger-Colella SAMR algorithm [3] starts with a coarse struc-
tured base grid covering the entire computational domain. The resolution of
the base grid conforms to the lowest acceptable accuracy of the solution. At
regular intervals, the local computational error is estimated. Grid points with
errors larger than a given threshold are flagged for refinement. Flagged points
are clustered and overlaid with logically rectangular patches of finer, uniform
resolution. For small errors, refined patches can be removed. As the execution
progresses, grid patches are created, moved and deleted, resulting in a dynamic
grid hierarchy.
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During execution, information are frequently exchanged between grid patches.
Boundary data for a refined grid patch is typically obtained from adjacent
patches or patches on the next lower level, as most patches are contained in
the interior of the computational domain. After integration, the results are pro-
jected down from finer to coarser levels. As refined patches use smaller time
steps, updating coarser level solutions increase the accuracy. Thus, data flows
both along neighboring patches and between patches on different refinement
levels.

Figure 1: Example of a grid hierarchy with two levels of refinement. The grids
are skewed to reflect the characteristics of a solution.

2.2 Partitioning grid hierarchies

Efficient use of parallel SAMR typically requires that the dynamic grid hierar-
chy is repeatedly partitioned and distributed over the participating processors.
Several performance issues arise during the partitioning process. As information
flows in the grid hierarchy, processors need to exchange data. Intra-level com-
munication appears as grid patches are split between processors and data are
exchanged along the borders. Inter-level communication can occur for overlaid
patches when the solution is projected down to coarser levels and when a finer
patch lacks boundary data. Both types of communication can severely inhibit
parallel efficiency.

A synchronization delay may occur when a processor is busy computing,
while holding data needed by other processors. Until the processor has finished
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its computations, other processors might be unable to proceed as they necessary
lack data. Synchronization delays can be severe — the time spent waiting for
data can be of the same magnitude as the actual computational time [36, 38].
The number of delays often grows as the number of processors is increased. To
predict the impact of the delays, complex and time-consuming execution models
are needed.

To get optimal performance, the partitioner needs to simultaneously mini-
mize all performance inhibiting factors; data migration, load imbalance, com-
munication volumes, and synchronization delays. Typically, it is unrealistic to
search for the optimal solution [12]. Instead, the partitioner needs to trade-
off the metrics in accordance with the characteristics of the application and
computer. Ultimately, the partition quality is determined by the resulting ap-
plication execution time.

Algorithms for partitioning SAMR hierarchies can be categorized as domain-
based, patch-based, or hybrid. For patch-based partitioners [2, 19, 29], the dis-
tribution decisions are made independently for each refinement level (or patch).
The SAMR frameworks SAMRAI [40, 41] and Chombo [7] supports patch-based
partitioning. Domain-based partitioners [26, 28, 33, 39] partition the physical do-
main, rather than the grids themselves. The domain is partitioned along with all
contained grids on all refinement levels. Domain-based methods can be found in
the AMROC [1, 10] and GrACE [27] frameworks. Hybrid partitioners [18, 26, 39]
combine the patch-based and domain-based approaches.

2.2.1 The patch-based approach

For the patch-based approach, the most straightforward method is to divide
each patch or level into p blocks, where p is the number of processors, and
distribute one block to each processor. Another method is to use a bin-packing
or greedy algorithm [2, 27, 41] to distribute the patches. For the partitioning to
be effective, large patches may have to be divided. Regardless of the specific
method, the partitioner can work either patch-by-patch or level-by-level.

In theory, the patch-based approach results in perfect load balance. In prac-
tice, some load imbalance can be expected due to sub-optimal patch aspect
ratios, integer divisions and constraints on the patch size. Partitioning can
be performed incrementally, as only patches created or altered since the previ-
ous time step need to be considered for re-partitioning. However, patch-based
algorithms often result in high communication volumes and communication bot-
tlenecks. The communication volume, especially inter-level communication, is
generally increased when a patch is subdivided to create a lower load imbalance.
Communication serialization bottlenecks can occur when overlaid patches are
assigned to different processors. A coarser patch is typically assigned to fewer
processors than a finer patch. A processor owning coarser patches will generally
need to communicate with many processors having finer and overlaid patches,
creating communication bottlenecks.

2.2.2 The domain-based approach

For domain-based algorithms, only the base grid is partitioned. Initially, the
workload of the refined patches are projected down onto the base grid, reducing
the problem to partitioning a single grid with heterogeneous workload. The
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minimum patch size is determined by the size of the computational stencil on
the base grid. As the base grid stencil corresponds to many grid points on highly
refined patches, the workload of a minimum sized block can be large.

As overlaid grid blocks always reside on the same processor, inter-level com-
munication is eliminated. A complete re-partition might be necessary when
the grid hierarchy is modified. Because the computational stencil and base
grid resolution impose restrictions on subdivisions of higher level patches, the
load imbalance is often high for complex or deep grid hierarchies. Furthermore,
synchronization bottlenecks are common as the division of a refinement level
generally results in parts with widely differing workloads. Another problem
with domain-based algorithms is ”bad cuts”: many and small blocks with bad
aspect ratios. These blocks occur when patches are cut in bad places, assigning
only a tiny fraction of a patch to one processor while the majority of it resides
on another processor.

2.2.3 A hybrid approach

Both patch-based and domain-based algorithms perform well under suitable
conditions, especially for simple and shallow grid hierarchies [30, 37]. Unfortu-
nately, their shortcomings often make their performance unacceptable for deep
and complex hierarchies [30, 31]. As a remedy, a hybrid approach can be used.
By combining strategies from both the domain-based and the patch-based ap-
proach, it is possible to design a partitioner that performs well under a wider
range of conditions.

To illustrate the hybrid approach, we describe the partitioning framework
that is used as a basis for the Meta-Partitioner — Nature+Fable. Key concepts
in Nature+Fable are separation of refined and unrefined areas of the grid and
clustering of refinement levels [31]. Separation of unrefined and refined areas
enables different partitioning approaches to be applied to structurally different
parts of the grid hierarchy. Refinement levels are clustered into bi-levels. A bi-
level consists of all patches from two adjacent levels — patches from refinement
level k and the next finer level, k + 1. If the coarser level is much larger than
the finer level, the non-overlaid area of the coarser level can be removed from a
bi-level. Each bi-level is partitioned with domain-based methods. Patch-based
methods are used for all parts of the grid that are not included in bi-levels.

To perform well under a wide range of conditions, the partitioning process in
Nature+Fable is governed by a large set of parameters. Each parameter setting
corresponds to a separate partitioning algorithm.

The hybrid partitioning algorithms arising from Nature+Fable can achieve a
lower load imbalance than domain-based algorithms since patches from at most
two refinement levels are partitioned together. Because inter-level communi-
cation only exist between the bi-levels, communication volumes are generally
smaller for the hybrid algorithms than for patch-based algorithms.

3 The need for a Meta-Partitioner

During the execution of a parallel SAMR application, the grid hierarchy is
generally repeatedly repartitioned. Individual partitioning algorithms only pro-
duce good-performing partitions for a limited number of application and com-
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Figure 2: Load imbalance and communication for the most common partition-
ing approaches. Note how the algorithms complement each other. The values
for the domain-based and the patch-based methods are from a single and static
partitioning algorithm, while the hybrid values are selected from over 800 algo-
rithms [17] at each time step. The example application, Ramp, is taken from
the Virtual Test Facility [38] and it was partitioned for 16 processors.

puter states. Thus, if we only use a single algorithm for the repartitioning, we
will construct bad performing partitions for many application and computer
states [15, 31]. To consistently construct good-performing partitions that keep
the run-time low, a number of important issues must be addressed.

Because of the huge range of possible application and computer states, we
need to have access to complementing partitioning algorithms that together
perform well for all application and computer states. Furthermore, we must
also have the capability to select between these partitioning algorithms at each
repartitioning.

The three types of complementing partitioning approaches (described in Sec-
tion 2.2) have vastly different characteristics (see Figure 2). Using a patch-based
algorithm, we can achieve a low load imbalance but at the cost of a large amount
of communication. A domain-based algorithm generally results in a low amount
of communication, but at the expense of a high load imbalance. The hybrid
algorithms falls somewhere in between these two extremes with a more bal-
anced relationship between the load balance and communication. To construct
good-performing partitions for the full spectrum of possible application states,
a partitioning tool needs to have access to algorithms from all three of the
partitioning approaches.

For computationally intensive applications, we would prefer to give prefer-
ence to algorithms that generally result in a low load imbalance. If the computer
has a slow interconnect, algorithms that typically produce a low amount of com-
munication are more attractive. Thus, before the start of a simulation, we must
also consider basic and static characteristics of both the application and the
computer system. These characteristics include the computational work to up-
date a grid point, the storage need of a grid point, and the computation and
communication capacity of the the computer system.

The current application state has a large influence on the partitioning out-
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come. A certain grid hierarchy can be more or less suitable for the available
partitioning algorithms. One algorithm might perform well for deep grid hier-
archies that consist of few grid patches, while another algorithm will achieve
good results for a low number of refinement levels and many grid patches.

Finally, the current state of the computer system should be considered. If
some part of the computer is overloaded or congested, the partitioning algorithm
should be selected to decrease the negative performance issues arising from that
component.

To address the issues described above, we have proposed the development
of the Meta-Partitioner [15, 16, 33, 37]. The Meta-Partitioner automatically se-
lects, configures, and invokes an appropriate partitioning algorithm with regard
to the current application and computer state. In the following sections, we
describe the design and a pilot implementation of the Meta-Partitioner.

4 Design considerations

Before implementing the Meta-Partitioner, several general and far-reaching de-
sign decisions must be made. These decisions are essential for the future use
and acceptance of the Meta-Partitioner.

The average scientific application is steadily growing, both in size and com-
plexity. Today, advanced computational problems often require cooperation
between several research groups, each responsible for a part of the problem.
The research groups do not only need to focus on their own part, they also
need to spend increasingly more time to make the different application parts
work together. Thus, the Meta-Partitioner must be designed and implemented
with careful consideration of its interactions with both its users and the SAMR
software. A Meta-Partitioner that is restricted to a certain piece of software or
adds complexity will not be used, regardless of the effectiveness of the selected
algorithms.

Implementing the Meta-Partitioner as a stand-alone application can impose
difficulties for the user. If the Meta-Partitioner is not tailored for the user’s pre-
ferred SAMR engine, incorporating the Meta-Partitioner in a simulation can be
hard or even be impossible. On the other hand, adapting the Meta-Partitioner
to specific SAMR frameworks could be equally dangerous. Scientists might
migrate to other SAMR engines, but migrating the Meta-Partitioner to new
frameworks can be difficult and time-consuming. Also, if the SAMR frame-
work is modified, a Meta-Partitioner dedicated to that framework might cease
to function properly.

A remedy to these problems is to use component-based software engineer-
ing (CBSE) to enable inter-operability between components. To construct and
execute a CBSE application, the components (i.e. the Meta-Partitioner and a
SAMR engine) are connected through well-defined interfaces to form a single
executable entity. With CBSE, the Meta-Partitioner can seamlessly be used and
connected to any available SAMR engine that conforms to the selected CBSE
specification.
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5 Initial work

The huge range of possible application states requires that the Meta-Partitioner
to have access to a large number of complementing partitioning algorithms.
To our knowledge, the only SAMR partitioner able to adapt to a multitude
of partitioning conditions is Nature+Fable [31]. We thus select Nature+Fable
as the basis of the Meta-Partitioner. However, to cover the full partitioning
spectrum, the Meta-Partitioner must also be complemented with both patch-
based and domain-based partitioners.

In an early evaluation of Nature+Fable [16], we manually tried to find rules
for selecting the partitioning algorithm. For the evaluation, we used unparti-
tioned trace files from four SAMR applications. Each trace file contains the
complete grid hierarchies for a full execution of an application. After parti-
tioning, the partitioned trace files were used as input to a SAMR simulator [6]
that simulates the common Berger-Colella SAMR algorithm [3]. The simula-
tor computes key performance metrics, like load imbalance and communication
volumes. For the evaluation, we selected the four parameters that we believed
had the largest impact on the partitioning outcome. For these parameters, we
performed single factor experiments [23] where one parameter at a time was var-
ied. In total, eleven hybrid partitioning algorithms were evaluated. The results
showed that each parameter improved a specific performance metric, but large
parameter inter-dependencies were also discovered. Because of the relatively
small number of partitioning algorithms and the parameter inter-dependencies,
no rules to select the parameters could be found.

To increase the amount of performance data, a large performance charac-
terization of Nature+Fable was performed [17]. Trace files from four advanced
application from the Virtual Test Facility [10, 38] were partitioned by approx-
imately 800 hybrid algorithms from Nature+Fable. The large amount of per-
formance data were stored in a data base. We evaluated the partitioned grid
hierarchies using an expanded version of the simulator with the capability of
also presenting an approximation of the synchronization penalty [32] and per-
processor communication volumes. The per-time step analysis of the perfor-
mance data shows the complementing characteristics of the partitioning algo-
rithms (see Figure 2). The analysis can be regarded as a proof-of-concept for
the need and viability of dynamic selection of the partitioning algorithm.

An algorithm performance data base, like the one resulting from the larger
characterization [17], is a necessary foundation for the implementation of the
Meta-Partitioner. Without access to comprehensive performance data, it is
impossible to implement any viable method that in advance predicts the per-
formance of a partitioning algorithm.

6 The Meta-Partitioner workflow

To identify suitable components for the Meta-Partitioner, we need to consider
its internal functionality and its external interactions with both SAMR engines
and computer systems. The design must also allow for easy expansion and
modification when new and better partitioning algorithms and software (e.g.
performance monitoring software) become available.

The workflow must result in components with carefully designed interfaces
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that permit internal modification without any changes to their external func-
tionality. If we later have to modify an interface, we might need to perform
cascading and time-consuming changes to many other components as well.

Below we present the workflow for the Meta-Partitioner (see Figure 3). The
workflow is divided into separate tasks that are later transformed into compo-
nents (presented in Section 7).

Figure 3: The Meta-Partitioner workflow. The Hexagons represent operations
performed outside the Meta-Partitioner. The (green) boxes with smooth corners
are tasks performed by the Meta-Partitioner. The dark grey (blue) boxes hold
input data while the light grey (yellow) boxes are comments

6.1 Receive the grid hierarchy

When the SAMR engine calls for re-partitioning, the current grid hierarchy is
transfered to the Meta-Partitioner. SAMR engines can use different formats to
describe the grid hierarchy. To avoid being restricted to specific SAMR engines,
the grid hierarchy has to be translated into an independent and internal grid
representation.

6.2 Characterize the grid hierarchy

To select good-performing partitioning algorithms, the current state of the grid
hierarchy must be thoroughly and accurately characterized. Without knowledge
about the current grid hierarchy, it is impossible to in advance predict the
performance of a certain partitioning algorithm. For the characterization, we
propose to use two sets of complementing metrics to describe the grid hierarchy.

A set of predictive metrics allows us to capture the general partitioning pri-
orities of the grid hierarchy. These metrics address issues like “is this application
state likely to result in a high load imbalance?”, “is the communication volume
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a major issue?”, and “is the data migration expected to be large?”. Metrics
that capture these aspects have been developed by Steensland and Ray [34, 35].

Next, a set of descriptive metrics can be computed from the geometric fea-
tures of the grid. This set of metrics capture the physical properties of the grid,
e.g. “how much of the grid is refined?”, “how large are the grid patches?”, and
“how many grid patches are present?”. To allow for comparisons, all of the
descriptive metrics must be application independent.

Together, the descriptive and predictive metrics give an accurate estimation
of both the partitioning needs and the geometric properties of the current grid
hierarchy.

6.3 Selecting a partitioning focus

Generally, no partitioning algorithm can simultaneously minimize all perfor-
mance inhibiting factors (see Section 2.2 and Figure 2). Instead, the partition-
ing effort should be focused on the factor that is expected to have the greatest
impact on the execution time.

We have identified are load imbalance, synchronization costs, communication
volumes, and data migration as the main performance-inhibiting factors (see
Section 2.2). Subsequently, the partitioning effort should be focused at one
of these factors. To select the partitioning focus, we can use the predictive
characterization metrics (see Section 6.2) and the current state of the computer.

6.4 Matching the current grid hierarchy

In every domain where non-random decisions are made, the decisions are ul-
timately based on some kind of data or previous knowledge. For the Meta-
Partitioner, there are different methods that can be used to select one of the
available partitioning algorithms; rules, neural networks, and exhaustive searches.
Regardless of what method we choose, the decision will be based on performance
data from previously encountered application states.

For many selection methods, it is necessary to match the current application
state against stored application states for which we have collected performance
data. The most similar stored grid hierarchy can then be used as a starting point
for the algorithm selection. To match application states against each other, we
can use the descriptive characterization metrics (see Section 6.2) that captures
the physical properties of the grid.

6.5 Selecting a partitioning algorithm

A number of methods can be used to select the partitioning algorithm. All
of these methods require that when grid hierarchies with similar geometrical
properties are partitioned with the same algorithm, the resulting partitions
will have similar properties. If this notion does not hold, it is impossible to
consistently select good performing algorithms for grid hierarchies that have
not previously been encountered and evaluated.

The most intuitive method to select the partitioning algorithm is to condense
previously collected performance data into general rules that are applied to the
current application and computer state. Thus, such a rule is an aggregation of
a number of similar application and computer states. For each such aggregation
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and partitioning focus, a partitioning algorithm is selected. To construct these
rules, a variety of data mining techniques can be used [13].

During run-time, we match the current application state against the rules.
The rule that corresponds to the current application state is selected and the
contained partitioning algorithm is invoked. The main advantage of rules is a
fast and straight-forward selection process. However, since the rules are based
on aggregations, information is discarded and generalization are made about the
properties of the grid hierarchy. Given the huge range of application states, it is
extremely hard - if not impossible - to construct general rules that will perform
well during the whole range of possible application and computer states.

An alternative to the rule-based approach is to perform an exhaustive search
of the performance data for all stored application states. Instead of using aggre-
gations of the application and computer states, each individual combination of
application and computer state is connected to a partitioning algorithm. Since
no performance data is discarded and no generalizations are made, the selected
partitioning algorithm can be expected to result in better performing partitions.
The disadvantage is a very large search space that can potentially slow down
the algorithm selection process.

Finally, one can imagine methods that access and evaluate the performance
data base during run time. Another alternative is to use some kind of neural
network to select the partitioning algorithm. The main disadvantage of both
these methods are their high complexity, both in terms of the implementation
and in longer execution times.

6.6 Invoke and configure the partitioner

The selected partitioner (e.g. the partitioning algorithm) is configured and in-
voked. If the available partitioners use different formats to describe the grid
hierarchy, translations to and from the Meta-Partitioner’s internal grid repre-
sentation might be needed.

6.7 Transfer the partitioned grid hierarchy to the SAMR
engine

The partitioner transfers the partitioned grid hierarchy to the Meta-Partitioner.
The grid hierarchy is translated from the internal representation into the format
used by the SAMR engine. Finally, the grid hierarchy is then returned to the
SAMR engine, which resumes computing.

7 A pilot implementation of the Meta-Partitioner

In this section we describe our pilot implementation of the Meta-Partitioner.
We start with a presentation of the CBSE framework. We then describe each
of the components that together constitute the Meta-Partitioner.

7.1 The Common Component Architecture

We use the the Common Component Architecture (CCA) as the CBSE frame-
work for the implementation of the Meta-Partitioner) [4]. CCA is a commu-
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nity based CBSE initiative, specifically aimed at the needs of parallel scientific
high-performance computing. CCA presents a general, low-latency model for
component inter-operability and interaction.

In CCA, a component is the basic unit of software functionality. Together,
components form an application. The components interact trough abstract
interfaces called ports that give access to the functionality of a component. A
component can provide a port, meaning that it implements the functionality
expressed by the port. The component can also use ports, meaning that it
make calls through the port to access the functionality provided by another
component. A framework manages and assembles the components and ports
into applications. The framework is also responsible for the execution of the
application.

The components can be written in a number of languages and they can
use different parallel programming paradigms [9]. Existing software can be
turned into CCA components by adding a simple wrapper and a standard port.
During the execution of an application, it is possible to add, remove and change
components. Simulations performed in fields like climate modeling, accelerator
modeling, and combustion have shown that CCA can significantly simplify the
development of advanced scientific applications without any negative impact on
application performance [22].

In CCA, computational quality of service (CQoS) is getting significant atten-
tion [21, 25]. CQoS is the ability of a system to ensure that a scientific problem is
solved with the best available hardware and software resources. This is exactly
what we want to achieve with the Meta-Partitioner.

Using CCA, it is easy to use and incorporate the Meta-Partitioner into vari-
ous SAMR engines. The SAMR engines Chombo [7] and GrACE [27] are already
modified to conform to the CCA specifications.

To use the full potential of CCA, we analyze the internal workflow (see
Section 6) of the Meta-Partitioner and divide the workflow into a number of
components. Dividing the functionality of the Meta-Partitioner into components
allow for expansion and modification, without any loss of efficiency.

The design of the components must allow for all desired features, even if
these features are not included in the initial pilot implementation. Below, we
describe each of the components. The components, and their ports, are shown
in Figure 4.

7.2 The core component (Core)

The Core component functions as the hub for the Meta-Partitioner — it is con-
nected to all other components and controls the execution. The Core-component
sends data to the other components and receives their output. Though the soft-
ware architecture does not explicitly require a Core-component, it simplifies
expansion and modification. In a more linear software architecture, even small
changes might cascade through several components.

The task of the Core is to perform a number of sequential function calls and
to handle all associated data transfers. The pseudo-code of the Core-component
is listed in Algorithm 1. The parenthesises contain the name of component
responsible for each task.
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Figure 4: The CCA components used in the Meta-Partitioner. The components
on the right are developed externally, but used by the meta-partitioner.

Algorithm 1 The Core component

CollectStaticData(Init)
ReceiveGridHierarchy(CoT)
CharaterizeHierarchy(AppState)
SelectPartitioningFocus(Select)
MatchGridHierarchies(Select)
SelectAlgorithm(Select)
PartitionGridHierarchy(Partitioners)
ReturnGridHierarchy(CoT)

7.3 Communication and translation components (CoT)

The available SAMR engines can use different formats to describe the grid
patches. To implement an efficient and expandable Meta-Partitioner without
being limited to a particular SAMR engine, it is necessary to translate the dif-
ferent grid representations into a single internal data format. This is the main
task of the CoT component.

We use the grid representation developed for the DAGH/GrACE frameworks
as basis for the internal data format [27]. The format is listed in Algorithm 2.
The id is a unique identifier for each grid patch. The field owner corresponds
to the processor that is assigned to the grid patch. For 2D applications, the
z-coordinate is set to -1. We have included the field time-step to enable the
use of trace files for evaluation (similar to the evaluation described in Section 5).

After the grid hierarchy have been partitioned, the CoT component translates
the grid patches back into their original format and returns the partitioned grid
hierarchy to the SAMR engine. A separate CoT component must generally
be implemented for each SAMR engine. A similar approach is used in the
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Algorithm 2 The DAGH/GrACE data format

Time-step
owner
level
id
size(x,y,z)
start(x,y,x)
stop(x,y,z)

load balancing tool-kit Zoltan, where callback functions translate and provide
necessary mesh data [11].

To evaluate the Meta-Partitioner without performing real-world simulations,
we have made the partitioning functionality independent of the source of the
grid hierarchy. For the evaluation, we use unpartitioned trace files derived from
actual SAMR applications (similar to the evaluation described in Section 5).
The trace file are received and transfered to the Core component by the CoT

component.
All partitioners currently used by the Meta-Partitioner have native support

for the internal grid representation used by the Meta-Partitioner. The CoT-
component will provide translations to the internal grid representation for future
partitioners that use other representations.

7.4 Application state component (AppState)

The matching of application states require that the current application state is
accurately characterized. This task is performed by the Appstate component.

For the characterization, the AppState component uses the two separate sets
of metrics described in Section 6.2. The first set predicts the partitioning prior-
ities of the grid hierarchy. The second set describes the geometrical properties
of the grid.

7.4.1 Predictive classification space

To consistently select good-performing partitioning algorithms, we need to di-
rect the partitioning focus towards the most performance inhibiting factor. If
we predict that it will be hard to evenly divide the workload between the pro-
cessors, we should use a partitioning algorithm that specifically targets a low
load imbalance, even at the expense of larger amounts of communication and
synchronization. If the grid hierarchy is believed to results in large amounts
of communication, we instead prefer to use an algorithm that gives priority to
reducing the communication volumes.

To determine the most performance inhibiting factor and to select the par-
titioning focus (see Sections 6.3 and 7.5.1), we use a predictive classification
space, PCS (in earlier publications known as the Partitioner Centric Classifi-
cation Space, PCCS). Within the PCS, we use three metrics that estimate the
impact of load imbalance, communication, and data migration on the partition-
ing quality [34, 35]. The metrics are based on key observations from worst case
scenarios for both the patch-based and domain-based partitioning approaches
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— what are the properties of the grid hierarchies that result in large com-
munication volumes for patch-based algorithms and high load imbalances for
domain-based algorithms?

The load balance metric captures the difficulty to evenly divided the refined
part of the grid hierarchy [34]. For each connected and refined part of the
grid (possibly consisting of many grid patches), we calculate both the optimal
and the maximum number of processors that can be assigned to the grid part.
The difference between these numbers is a good predictor of the difficulty to
to evenly divide and distribute the grid part. It is generally harder to achieve
a good load balance when the difference is small. For example, if the optimal
number of processors is four and maximum number of processors is twenty, the
partitioner has a high degree of flexibility to divide and assign the grid part to
the processors. If the difference is small, the partitioner is more restricted when
it comes to divide and assign the grid part to the processors.

The total communication volume is generally dominated by inter-level com-
munication because large chunks of the grids are often transfered between refine-
ment levels, while data on the same level are only exchanged at the borders of
grid patches. The communication metric is computed using the size of overlaid
grids in relation to the sizes of grids below them [34]. The result is an algebraic
expression that estimates the amount of communication that can be generated
when the current grid hierarchy is partitioned.

The amount of data migration is estimated by intersecting the previous grid
hierarchy with the current grid hierarchy [35]. If the difference between the grid
hierarchies is large, the amount of data migration can be high. However, we
must also consider the direction of the change. When a grid hierarchy shrinks,
parts of the grid are deleted and not migrated. Thus, the data migration metric
is designed reflect this observation.

Because of the high complexity involved in predicting the impact of syn-
chronization delays, it is difficult to develop an accurate synchronization metric
inside the PCS. However, a synchronization delay can only occur if two proces-
sors need to exchange data. As a consequence, there is a relationship between
synchronization delays and the number of communication. Even though this
relation is influenced by many properties of the grid hierarchy, we use the pre-
dictive communication metric to estimate the impact of synchronization delays.

7.4.2 The descriptive classification space

The geometrical properties of the grid hierarchy are captured by the descriptive
classification space (DCS). The metrics included in the DCS can be seen as a
snapshot of the physical features of the current grid hierarchy.

For each descriptive metric, the result is computed for both each refinement
level and for all levels together as an aggregate. To be comparable, all metrics
are normalized with respect to either the size of the base grid or the size of a
certain refinement level.

Below, we present the metrics that are currently included in the DCS. De-
pending on future performance evaluations, metrics can be added, modified, or
removed.

Number of refinement levels The number of refinement levels is important
for the matching of application states. Performance predictions for ap-
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plications using different numbers of refinement levels are probably less
accurate than for applications having the same number of refinement lev-
els.

Amount of refined area This metric computes the fraction of refined area
for each refinement level, normalized with the area of the base grid.

Amount of refined area with regard to next lower level This metric
computes the ratio of the area of a refinement level, with regard to the
refined area on the next lower level. A value close to one means that we
are likely have sharp features in the grid hierarchy, as the sizes of the two
refinement levels are almost equal. If the value is small, it indicates a more
fuzzy refinement pattern.

Number of patches per area unit The number of patches, normalized with
the area of the base grid. A large number of patches might indicate a
refinement pattern that covers a curved shock waves, making it necessary
to use many small patches to resolve the shock wave.

Average grid patch area with respect to refinement level area The av-
erage patch size, normalized with the area of the current refinement level.

Standard deviation of grid patch area The variation in patch size.

Average grid patch aspect ratio The aspect ratio is related to the circum-
ference of the patches. Large aspect ratios translate into larger circum-
ferences and possibly larger communication volumes and synchronization
delays.

Note that the term “area” should be replaced with “volume” for the 3D
versions of the metrics.

Because the magnitude of the different PCS and DCS metrics can vary by
several orders, it is necessary to normalize their values to a common inter-
val. The Meta-Partitioner uses logistic normalization for this task. In logistic
normalization, we first normalize each metric using the mean and standard de-
viation based z-score normalization [13]. A value v of a metric A is normalized
to vzero by computing

vzero =
v − Ã

σA

where Ã and σA are the mean and standard deviation of metric A. The
mean and standard deviation are pre-computed from the stored grid hierarchies
and supplied by the Init-component (see Section 7.6). The z-score normal-
ization is useful when the actual minimum and maximum values of metric A
is unknown, which makes it easier to later add new application data. Also,
z-score normalization is less sensitive to outliers than many other normalization
methods [13]. However, when many values are clustered around the mean, the
z-score normalization often makes the values similar.

Having many similar values makes the matching of application states more
sensitive and less accurate. To improve the matching, we use logistic normal-
ization to increase the relative difference between values close to the mean. The
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final logistic normalized value is computed by inserting vzero into the expression
below.

vlogistic =
1

1 + e−vzero

After the logistic normalization, the values is restricted to the interval [0, 1].
Furthermore, values that previously were far from the mean have been com-
pressed in a larger extent then values were close to the mean. Thus, the resolu-
tion of values close to the mean (i.e. close to 0.5) have increased.

7.5 Algorithm selection component (Select)

The algorithm selection component is responsible for a multitude of tasks as-
sociated with the process of selecting good-performing partitioning algorithms;
the component determines the partitioning focus, it matches the current grid
hierarchy against stored grid hierarchies, and it selects the partitioning algo-
rithm that is predicted to result in the best performance for the current grid
hierarchy.

7.5.1 Selecting a partitioning focus

The first task for the Select-component is to determine the partitioning focus
(see Section 6.3 for a description of the focus). In the pilot implementation,
we focus the partitioning effort on either the load balance or the synchroniza-
tion delays. We do not initially consider the amount of communication or the
data migration. The time needed to communicate boundary data is generally
insignificant compared to the time spent on synchronization delays [32, 38]. For
the data migration, we currently lack performance data that are needed during
the algorithm selection step. If necessary, we can later expand the focus to
include both data migration and communication.

To simplify both the determination and the use of the partitioning focus,
we employ eight discreet focus levels (see Table 1). We assign half of these
focus levels to the load imbalance and the other half to the synchronization de-
lays. The name of each level corresponds to the targeted performance-inhibiting
factor. For each of the levels, we decide on a maximum allowed performance
deviation from the best stored performance data. As an example, for the fo-
cus level “focusLB1.5”, we allow an load imbalance that is 50 percent higher
than lowest recorded load imbalance for the most similar stored grid hierarchy.
The sizes of the allowed deviations was determined after careful analysis of the
distribution of the performance data.

The focus will concentrate the partitioning effort onto the most performance
inhibiting factor, but we will also need to control the impact of the other factors
as well. We initially use the the focus to select a number of candidate partition-
ing algorithms that perform well with regard to the most performance inhibiting
factor (i.e. equal to or better than the allowed performance deviation). The per-
formance of these candidate algorithms is then evaluated again, but this time
with regard to the other performance inhibiting factor. Using this strategy, we
will select an algorithm that performs well for the most performance inhibiting
factor, while the impact of the other factor are kept as low as possible. The
details of the algorithm selection are found in Section 7.5.3.
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The initial partitioning focus is selected by analyzing static application and
computer characteristics — the computational requirements of the application
and the capabilities of the computer system. The pilot implementation of the
Meta-Partitioner does not currently support modification of the focus during
run-time. Once an initial focus has been determined, the focus remains fixed
throughout the execution.

Focus Corresponding rule

FocusSynch 1.25 Synch 125% of minSynch
FocusSynch 2 Synch 200% of minSynch
FocusSynch 3 Synch 300% of minSynch
FocusSynch 5 Synch 500% of minSynch
FocusLB 1.2 LB 120% of minLB
FocusLB 1.5 LB 150% of minLB
FocusLB 2 LB 200% of minLB
FocusLB 3 LB 300% of minLB

Table 1: The partitioning focuses. Note the differences between FocusSynch
and FocusLB. This is due to larger variations in the performance results for the
synchronization delays compared to the load imbalance.

In future versions, the partitioning focus will be continuously modified during
run-time using the Predictive characterization space (see Section 6.2) and the
current state of the computer system. Depending on the amount of change in
the PCS and the state of the computer system, the partitioning focus is either
kept or shifted a few steps in any direction. To avoid a widely oscillating focus,
we use the previous focus as a starting point and restrict the maximum amount
of focus change. Large and frequent changes to the focus can result in widely
different partitions and hence large amounts of data migration and poor cache
memory performance.

7.5.2 Matching of grid hierarchies

After selecting the partitioning focus, the Select-component proceeds to match
the current grid hierarchy against the stored grid hierarchies that was used
for the extensive performance characterizations [17]. For the matching of the
hierarchies, we use the descriptive characterization metrics (see Section 7.4) and
the common least square method. The stored grid hierarchy that is most similar
to the current hierarchy is recorded.

The workload distribution for a SAMR application is generally top heavy —
the workload is concentrated to the higher refinement levels. Thus, an imbalance
at a high refinement level is likely to have a larger impact on the execution time
than an imbalance at a lower level. To give higher precedence to refinement
levels with large workloads, the least square sum for each refinement level is
assigned a weight according to the relative workload of that level. The aggregate
metrics are given a weight corresponding to 25% of the total workload. This
method ensures that the properties of levels with large workloads are given a
higher priority.

During the matching process, we might need to compare the current grid
hierarchy against stored grid hierarchies that does not have the same number
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of refinement levels. For these cases, we remove the lower refinement levels on
the deepest grid hierarchy to make the comparison between an equal number of
levels. We do not consider the lower levels as the larger workloads on the higher
refinement levels have a greater impact on the performance.

7.5.3 Selecting the partitioning algorithm

For the algorithm selection, we assume that grid hierarchies that have similar
geometrical properties generally also have resembling partitioning properties.
During extensive algorithm performance characterizations (described in Sec-
tion [17]), we collected large amounts of performance data in a data base. For
the stored grid hierarchy that is found to be most similar to the current grid
hierarchy, we use this performance data to select the partitioning algorithm that
performed best with regard to the current partitioning focus (see Section 6.5).
Thus, the algorithm selection is only dependent on the current partitioning fo-
cus and a stored application state. Because the focus is divided into discreet
levels, we can pre-compute the algorithm selection for all combinations of focus
and application states. During run time, we only need to perform a simple ta-
ble look up for the most similar stored grid hierarchy to select the partitioning
algorithm. The selected algorithm is then transfered to the Core component.

When pre-computing the rules, we first evaluate all partitioning algorithms
for each stored grid hierarchy with regard to the most performance inhibit-
ing factor (e.g. the partitioning focus). All partitioning algorithms with a
performance deviation smaller than the threshold determined by the focus are
candidate algorithms (see Section 7.5.1). From these candidate algorithms, we
now select the algorithm that has the best performance with respect to the
other performance-inhibiting factor (i.e. load imbalance if the focus is syn-
chronization, and synchronization if the focus is load imbalance). We call each
combination of focus and application for a rule. SQL-like pseudo-code for the
algorithm selection is presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Selection of partitioning algorithm

Using focusSynch{X}
1 SELECT partAlg AS candidates FROM mostSimilarAppState WHERE

synch < X*MINall(synch)
2 SELECT partAlg FROM candidates WHERE LB = MINcand(LB)

Using focusLB{X}
1 SELECT partAlg AS candidates FROM mostSimilarAppState WHERE

LB < X*MINall(LB)
2 SELECT partAlg FROM candidates WHERE synch = MINcand(synch)

Please note the differences in the MIN-clauses. For step 1, MIN corresponds
to the minimum for all partitioning algorithms. For step 2, MIN corresponds
to the minimum for the candidate algorithms.

Using this method to select the algorithm, we will control the most perfor-
mance inhibiting factor while the impact of the other factor is kept as low as
possible. We deliberately avoid selecting the algorithm with regard to only the
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most performance inhibiting factor, as this algorithm often performs poorly for
all other factors.

7.6 Initialization component (Init)

The Init component contains a number of important utility functions that are
used both before the start of the simulation and at each repartitioning step.
The functionality included in the Init component can generally be performed
by other components. However, to keep the components as small and simple as
possible, we have moved many of the utility-type tasks to the Init component.

During the grid characterization step (performed by the Appstate compo-
nent), both the predictive and the descriptive metrics are normalized to allow
for comparisons of different grid hierarchies (see Section 7.4). As a first step,
the data is normalized with z-score method. The necessary mean and standard
deviation for the all stored hierarchies are provided by the Init component.

Before the Select component matches current grid hierarchy against stored
hierarchies, the Init component reads the DCS metrics for the stored grid
hierarchies from disk. The metrics are then transfered them to the Select

component. This task is performed only once for each simulation.
After the partitioning focus has been determined,m the Init component

reads the corresponding precomputed rule from disk and transfers the rule to
the Select component.

7.7 Partitioning algorithm component

In the pilot implementation we use Nature+Fable [31] as the partitioning algo-
rithm component. Nature+Fable is a hybrid partitioning framework with the
ability to adjust to a large number of partitioning conditions (see Section 2.2).

To incorporate Nature+Fable into the Meta-Partitioner, a simple wrapper
is implemented. The only function of the wrapper is to make a simple function
call to Nature+Fable.

7.8 CCA ports

The different components of the Meta-Partitioner communicate through a num-
ber of ports, as seen in Figure 4. Every component, with ex port that gives access
to the functionality contained within the component. A component only has
one provides port, even if its functionality are used by several other components
(like the Init-component). The components that use functionality provided by
other components all have a corresponding uses port. We do not describe the
individual ports in this section, since such a description would be a repetition
of the functionality of each components.

8 Future Work

In this report we have described our pilot implementation of the Meta-Partitioner.
To improve the partitioning performance, we can envision a number of modifi-
cations and expansions to the Meta-Partitioner.
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8.1 SAMR engines

The Meta-Partitioner should be connected to one or more SAMR engines. To
turn a SAMR engine into a CCA-component, a wrapper routine must be added.
If the SAMR engine can not export its current grid hierarchy, such a capability
need to be added to the engine. Instead of calling an internal partitioning
algorithm, the SAMR should transfer the grid hierarchy to the MP and CoT-
component. These modifications should be relatively easy to implement.

8.2 Partitioning algorithm components

In earlier works, we have shown that no single partitioning algorithm is the best
choice for all application and computer states [31]. Thus, access to a collection
of complementing algorithms is of great importance for the Meta-Partitioner.
In the initial implementation of the Meta-Partitioner, we only include hybrid
partitioning algorithms (see Section 2.2). We are currently adapting a patch-
based partitioner for use in the Meta-Partitioner. Unfortunately, we do not
currently have access to a stand-alone domain-based algorithm.

Each partitioning algorithm (or partitioning framework) will be incorporated
in the Meta-Partitioner as an individual component. This approach makes it
easier to update existing partitioners and to add new algorithms.

8.3 Determination of static application and computer data

To select an accurate partitioning focus, we need to determine static charac-
teristics for both the computer system and the SAMR application, i.e. compu-
tational capacity and communication needs (see Sections 6.3 and 7.5.1). This
information should be collected before the start of the execution. Currently,
the user cannot affect this data. In future versions of the Meta-Partitioner, the
user should have the ability to supply this information before the start of the
simulation. To get the highest possible accuracy, the data collection can be
automated by performing several short test runs.

8.4 Performance Monitoring Components

The performance of the SAMR application can be significantly influenced by
both the computational load of the computer system and the utilization of the
interconnect. Thus, the Meta-Partitioner should use current performance data
from the computer system and adapt the partitioning focus to this data. At the
basis for this task is the static characteristic data of the computer system that
will be collected before the start of the simulation by the Init component.

During run-time, we plan to use existing performance measurement tools,
like the Network Weather Service (NWS) [42], to measure the load of the com-
puter. NWS monitors and dynamically predicts the performance of various
network and computational resources. NWS gathers readings of the instanta-
neous performance conditions and uses numerical models to generate forecasts
of what the conditions will be for a given time frame. Currently, the system has
sensors for end-to-end TCP/IP performance (bandwidth and latency), available
CPU percentage, and available non-paged memory.
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By comparing the current load with the static capabilities of the computer,
we can modify the partitioning focus to decrease the impact of an overloaded
part in the computer system.

8.5 Optimization of the descriptive classification space

The selection of good-performing algorithms is dependent on an accurate match-
ing of the properties of both the current and all stored grid hierarchies. For this
task, we use the metrics within the descriptive classification space (see Sec-
tion 7.4).

Some of these metrics have a greater impact on the accuracy of the clas-
sification than others. Additional research are needed to determine the best
combination of weights for the descriptive metrics. During this research, some
of the metrics might be modified while others are removed. Also, it possible
that we will find that the DCS needs to be expanded with new metrics.

9 Summary and conclusions

In this paper we presented the design and the pilot implementation of the
Meta-Partitioner. The Meta-Partitioner is a partitioning framework for parallel
SAMR applications that automatically selects, configures, and invokes good-
performing partitioning algorithms with regard to the current application and
computer state.

To make the Meta-Partitioner user-friendly and to allow for easy modifi-
cation and expandability, it is implemented using component-based software
engineering. The Meta-Partitioner uses the Common Component Architecture
and its implementation consists of several components.

To select good-performing partitioning algorithms, the Meta-Partitioner de-
termines a partitioning focus based on the predicted partitioning needs of the
application. We characterize the current state of the application with a set
of descriptive metrics that captures the physical properties of the grid hierar-
chy. The current application state is then matched against a large number of
stored states and the most similar stored state is recorded. Algorithm perfor-
mance data for this stored application state is evaluated. The best partitioning
algorithm with regard to the current partitioning focus is selected and invoked.

By dynamically selecting and invoking good-performing partitioning algo-
rithms, the Meta-Partitioner will significantly help to reduce the execution time
of SAMR applications and improve their scalability.
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